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Abstract 
 
Under water Communication networks contains several important 

constituents such as sensors and wireless vehicles that are employed in 

underwater acoustic area for an efficient data collection and monitoring 
applications. These networks plays an important role in the various 

applications such as commercial, military and defense. Presently, these 

networks faces numerous problems such as limited bandwidth, high 
propagation delay, three model topology and mostly importantly limited 

power constraints. Presently, these challenges remains to be darker side of 

the research due to the variable characteristics of acoustics. In this paper, 

machine learning based energy efficient routing algorithmI-REED(Intelligent 
Reliable Energy Efficient Routing Protocol) has been proposed which  finds 

its suitable for the underwater communication networks. The proposed 

algorithm works on the principle of hybrid optimized learning algorithms for 
fixing the energy efficient routing path thus to surge the network life time of 

the acoustic networks. The anticipated intelligent algorithms takes the two 

different parameters such as adaptive energies and distance , which uses the 
BAT algorithm for optimization and Extreme learning machines for 

determination of best energy efficient routing path. The proposed algorithm 

has been tested  under acoustic environment andcompared with the other 

existing algorithms such as VBF, REE-VBF, and HH-VBF routing 
algorithms in which the  proposed routing protocol has outperformed 
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the other existing algorithm in terms of  high network reliability,low  energy 

consumption with high packet delivery ratio. 

 
Keywords: Under water Communication networks, BAT Algorithms, 

Extreme Learning machines, Adaptive Energy, Distance , VBF,REE-

VBF,HH-VBF. 

 
1 Introduction 

 
In recent years, Underwater acoustic communication networks has been 

employed in various applications such as sea water monitoring  systems, sea 
border surveillance , oil and gas pipelining and underwater mine detection. 

These networks transmits the data through the acoustic signals which 

requires the following characteristics such as longer network life time, low 

power consumption,  low propagation delay and an intelligent routing 
mechanism. But these characteristics are difficult to achieve because of 

variable characteristics of  under water environment.[1-3].  

Since these networks are employed in the underwater environment and 
uses the speed as the constant for data transmission. However , the speed is 

pretentious by the unlikeconstraints such as temperature, salinity of the water 

and depth of the ocean.These factors turn out variations in speed of sound in 

underwater atmosphere.[4-7],Underwater acoustic sensing element networks 
aren't static like ground primarily based sensing element networks. Instead, 

they move owing to dissimilar activities and circumstances of underwater 

atmosphere, sometimes 2-3m/sec with water currents. The detected 
information is substantial only localization is concerned. Another major issue 

that's touching underwater sensing element networks is a smaller amount 

energy consumption[8]. owing to nodes quality, the bulk of offered energy 
competent protocols become inappropriate for underwater sensing element 

networks. The total diverse protocols relating to land-based sensing element 

networks ar, for instance, Directed Diffusion, Gradient, Rumor routing, 

TTDD, and SPIN. However, owing to quality and fast modification in 
topology these existing grounds primarily based routing protocols cannot 

perform with efficiency in underwater atmosphere. Hence the 

implementation of energy saving routing protocols in the underwater 
networks needs more lime light of research and remnants to be most 

important task among the investigators. 

The idea of implementing the energy saving routing protocols with the 

integration of hybrid  machine learning algorithm  has been presented in the 
paper. The proposed routing protocol works on the principle of BAT 

optimization fused with single feedforward  machines to decide the less 

energy consumption path. More over the adaptive residual energies in 
accordance with distance were taken as the features for optimization and also 

as the input feature vectors for the proposed support vector machines.  
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This routing algorithm has been  simulated in the MATLAB and 

numerous performance metrics such as energy consumption, network life 
time , packet delivery ratio and throughput were analyzed and related with 

the other prevailing routing algorithms. 

The organization of the paper is as follows The literature survey are 

discussed in the Section-2.  The proposed machine learning algorithms for 
energy routing phase is presented in Section -3. The simulation parameters , 

performance analysis and relative analysis are presented in Section-4 , the 

section-5 concludes paper.  

 

2 Related Studies 
 

Dario Pompili et.al, analyzed the overview of underwater communication 

network and its challenges in terms of network structures, transport, routing 

protocols and its categories are discussed in detail. In this article, merits and 
demerits of few routing protocols and transport protocols are discussed. 

Routing protocols are majorly categorized into three diverse models such as 

proactive, reactive and geographical protocols. Proactive protocols are 

developed new routes for each network hops to control the signaling 
overhead. The drawback of proactive model is the scalability issues in 

underwater communication.  “DSDV –destination sequenced distance vector 

and OSLR-optimized link state routing” are the example of proactive models. 
Reactive protocols are suitable for dynamic environment with high latency in 

creating paths. “Ad hoc on-demand distance vector [AODV], dynamic source 

routing [DSR]” are the examples of reactive protocols. The limitation of 
reactive protocols in underwater communication is high propagation delay 

and high latency. Greedy face-greedy [GFG], partial-topology knowledge 

forwarding [PTKF] are the geographical protocols which optimizes the 

scalability issues in underwater [9].  
The authors in [10], inscribed an review article on routing protocols 

categories and its challenges in underwater wireless sensor networks. 

Flooding based, Location based, Power aware, Depth based and Hybrid 
routing techniques are the routing protocols in underwater. Basic 

characteristics of each protocol and its demerits are discussed in detail in this 

article. The various protocols are “Diagonal and Vertical Routing (DVRP), 
Temporary Cluster Based Routing (TCBR),Energy Efficient Routing 

Algorithm,Sector-based Routing with Destination Location 

Prediction,Focused Beam (FBR)” etc.  

Anwar Khan et.al,[11] and other authors developed an recent taxonomy 
of routing protocols in underwater wireless networks. In this article, initially 

the underwater communication ambient challenges are described such as 

noise, channel attenuation, bandwidth limitation, acoustic waves speed and 
network lifetime are discussed with its formulations.  
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These challenges are reduced by developing efficient routing protocols 

for each network. With Localization,without localization protocols are two 

diverse models with its limitations are noticed and also future directions are 
elaborated in [11]. 

The authors in [12] developed a novel routing protocol for underwater 

wireless sensor networks. SORP- Stateless Opportunistic Routing Protocol is 
developed to overcome the reliability and energy efficiency issues in 

underwater communication.  The primary concept of the proposed model is 

to exclude the void and trapped nodes in each network topology which 
minimized the energy during routing phase.SORP is the depth based routing 

protocol which detects the best nodes based on its depth.A hypothetical 

examination of the directing execution in case of considering the shadow 

zone and variable engendering delaysare discussed in this paper. 
 In [13],Energy Efficient Opportunistic Routing Protocol (EE-OR) is 

developed for underwater.The proposed EE-OR protocol manages the issue 

of positioning of hubs during applicant set choice while diminishing vitality 
utilization and keeping the packet conveyance proportion at an agreeable 

level.Performance metrics such as energy consumption and packet delivery 

ratio are evaluated using proposed model. The limitations of the proposed 

model is discussed theoretically which is not tested in real-time. 
MeijuLi et.al, proposed the shortest path routing protocol based on 

vertical angle for underwater acoustic networks.In SPRVA, the sending node 

decides the best next-jump as indicated by the fundamental need. At the point 
when the principal needs of up-and-comer nodes are the equivalent, the 

elective need is used. The fundamental need is signified by the left over 

vitality and edge between engendering bearing and profundity course and the 
elective need are demonstrated by the connection quality. SPRVA 

specifiesthe node along the depth direction with increasingly lingering 

vitality and better connection quality as the best next-jump. What's more, a 

recuperation calculation is intended to maintain a strategic distance from 
nodes in void zones as sending nodes [14]. 

The authors in [15] developed a “QoSRP: A Cross-Layer QoS Channel-

Aware Routing Protocol” for the internet of underwater acoustic sensor 
networks (UWASN). The proposed routing protocol initially described about 

basic mechanisms in UWASN such as underwater channel detection, 

assignment and packets movements are noticed and protocol developed to 
overcome these challenges and optimized QoS. 

In [16],improved energy-balanced routing (IEBR) for UWSN is 

developed in this article. Routing formation and data broadcast are the two 

diverse phases of the proposed model. In first phase, optimal routes are found 
between neighbor nodes and network links are framed. In the second 

phasethe joins built within the, to begin with, organizing are powerfully 

changed based on the energy level (EL) contrasts between the neighboring  
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hubs within the links, so as to realize energy adjust of the complete organize 

and amplify the network lifetime essentially. 
There are many challenges in the underwater wireless communication 

due to its acoustic behavior, connectivity issues, and extraordinary 

propagation delays, energy consumption, reliability, QoS etc. are need to be 

solved by creating an efficient and intelligent decision making routing 
protocol for underwater wireless communication. 

 

3 System Model  
 

The proposed system has been designed based on thor‟s propagation 

model [17] which is used to describe the characteristics of underwater 
acoustics networks. Depending upon the several factors which affects the 

performance of the signal,  attenuation model over the acoustic channel is 

given by  
The proposed system has been designed based on thor‟s propagation 

model which is used to describe the characteristics of underwater acoustics 

networks[18-24]. Depending upon the several factors which affects the 

performance of the signal, attenuation model over the acoustic channel is 
given by  

                                                 (1) 

Where „a‟ denotes the distance between source and recipient over the 

attenuation signal and „k‟ is the geometric spreading and is the 
absorption coefficients. As per the thorp model, the coefficients are given as 

  (2) 

The  coefficients of absorption is computedin dB/Km,„f‟operating 
frequency in KHz. 

Equation.3 denotes the noise in underwater atmosphere  

                                          (3) 

Depending on the propagation distance (a) and frequency (z) of signals in 

underwater environment, the SNR at the receiver is represented as 

               (4) 

where TR is the receiver detection threshold and TI is the directive index; 
p(z) is the transmission power obtained at the transmitter, which depends 

upon transmitted signal intensity (Ty), depth of the network (H), and end-to-

end delay (d). Then, 

                            (5) 
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                                       (6) 

 

 +                                                                      (8) 

                                  (9) 

 
Condition (4) appears that, in case SNR isn't less than the esteem of limit 

at TI, at that pointtherecipient signals can be identified at collector without 

any blunder. Consequently, the transmission control is set powerfully based 
on operating frequency (z), proliferation separate (a), and other components 

like transmitted flag escalated, the profundity of the arrange, and end-to-end 

delay to diminish the utilization of vitality for expanding the lifetime of the 

arrangewere(t) is transmission time in seconds(s) 
 

3.1 Proposed Routing Architecture  
 

The proposed  routing architecture works on the different Phases such as 

Initialization Phase, Optimization Phases and Decision Phase. 

 

3.1.1 Initialization Phase  
 

In this phase, sensor networks are deployed in an acoustic environment 

in which the range of transmission has been varied in accordance to the 
environmental conditions. In this phase, the nodes are prepared with same 

energy. The relay connections are placed near the sink nodes and 

communicate through one-hop mechanism. After the placement of the sink 
nodes, relay nodes beacon message is sent to all nodes from sink nodes. After 

getting the beacon message, the reply message is transmitted to the sink 

nodes in the intelligent format as shown in fig 1. 
 

Figure 1: Message Format  received from the  other  nodes 

 

START  START 

ADDRESS 

RESIDUAL 

ENERGY 

RSSI  HOP 

COUNTS 

DESTINATION 

ADDRESS 

 

3.2 Optimization Phase  
 

After collecting the message format as shown in fig 1 ,new routing  table 

is formulated which  includes RSSI ,Residual Energy,No of data 

bytes(Traffics) and  Hop Counts. The newly formed routing table is  depicted 
in table.  The best energy routing path is identified by proposed algorithm 

which works on BAT optimized Single feedforward machine learning 

algorithms. The working process of the  proposed technique is  follows  
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After the formation of routing tables, the proposed I-REED uses Extreme 
learning machines proposed by G.B.Huang

[17]
, in which the network utilizes 

the single high speed feed forward hidden layer with the universal function 

approximation capabilities[25,26]. 

The following  major characteristics of the proposed network makes it 
suitable for implementing in underwater acoustics networks. 

1. Input layers and Output layers are straight. 

2. Hidden layers need not to be tuned and  the weights are 
randomly assigned. 

With these characteristics,  single-feedforward  layer ELM, is given by 

equation (1) 

                                    (1) 

Where „Q denotes the input‟ and „A‟ denotes the output weight vector 

,L(Q)represents thefinal score 
 

          (2) 

 

                                            (3)  
 

          (4) 
 

                                                                       (5) 

Where L∗inverse of „L:Moore−Penrose generalized inverse‟.  

                                                                                 (6) 
The ELM objective function is represented by equation (7) 

                                                  (7) 

 

3.2.1 Pseudo-Code of ELM - 
 

(i)Training Sets of  „D‟ data  with an Activation Function  and  

„Q‟concealed neurons 

(ii)Input weights are assigned and biases are assigned.  
(iii) Compute the concealed matrix L 

(iv)Compute Output weight Matrix   
(v) Classify /Predict the final scores 
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The proposed technique achieved better performance with great 

precision. The major focal points of the ELM is negligible with the training 

faults. Since ELM admits the auto-tuning of the weight inclinations and non-
zero actuation capacities, ELM finds its applications in classification and 

forecast problems[27-34]. The pseudo-code is given above.  

 

3.3 Confines of ELM  
 

(i) Random generation of synapses values (i.e. „weights, bias‟ ) are not 
efficient in ELM 

(ii) several concealed layers are utilized to obtain the optimal synapses  

(iii) This enhances the computational and time complexity 

To address this, an BAT optimizer is designed as a booster algorithm for 
ELM that is explained below. The proposed optimizer is efficient than other 

swarm intelligence algorithms in terms of classifier or predictors and also 

faster within minimal search space.  
 

3.4 BAT Optimizer 
 

Bat created by Yang et.al inspired by biological behaviour of microbats. 
The searching of prey by microbats invloves loudness and echolocations 

widely. This optimized the search space and detected global optimum 

solutions. Rules to be considered in BA algortihm is given below. 
Rule 1: Bats echolocation is used to recognize its daily foods and also 

reduces the search sapce.  

Rule 2: The flying speed is denoted as  at the position is denoted as 

 in the repeated minimum frequency and it can be chaged in between 

[2,0]. 

Rule 3: The bats loudness is changed in between  and . Figure 2 

shows Flow Chart For Working mechanism of the BAT Algorithm. 

 

3.4.1 Mathematical Model of BA Technique 
 

In this paper, we observed bat formulation using below equations. 

             (8) 

             (9) 

                                                            (10)  

                                                                    (11) 

Were  is denoted as the mean of the echo sound.  is the global 

solution among other iterations. Bats echo range is enhance when its pulse is 
enhanced in parallel. 
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                                                                                   (12) 

                                  (13) 
The emission rates and loudness basically give an mechanism to 

programmed control and auto-zooming into the district with promising 
solutions.  

 
Figure 2: Flow Chart For Working mechanism of the BAT Algorithm 
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Table II:  Illustration of the  BAT parameters used for the optimizing ELM 

SL.NO Bat parameters used  Description 

01 No of BATS 05(Initial) 

02 Initial Velocity 20% 

03 No of Iterations BAT optimized 

04 Initial Loudness 0.9 

05 Initial Pulse rate 0.9 

06 Minimum Frequency 0 KHZ 

07 Active threshold 94.4% Accuracy in 

Prediction/Classification 

 

The working mechanism of the BOELM in BORN network is clearly 

represented in the flow chart which is shown in fig 3. 

 
Fig 3: Working mechanism of BAT -Optimized Extreme Learning Machines 
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3.5 Decision Phase 
 

For training the proposed network, different routing table which was 
formulated in initialization phase were used to find the best energy routing 

path. In this scenario , best routing path is selected based on the High Energy 

and Low Distance mechanism. The Multiple classification of routing paths 

were considered based on the above principle whichis shown in table 1. 
 
                  Table 1: Multiple classification of routing paths 

 
HOP COUNT NODE DISTANCE ENERGY LABLE 

1 Node ID1 LD HE 0 

2 Node ID2 LD ME 2 

3 Node ID3 HD LE 1 

4 Node ID4 LD HE 0 

5 Node ID5 LD ME 2 

6 Node ID6 HD LE 1 

7 Node ID7 LD HE 0 

8 Node ID8 LD ME 2 

9 Node ID9 HD LE 1 

10 Node ID10 LD HE 0 

11 Node ID11 LD ME 2 

12 Node ID12 HD LE 1 

13 Node ID13 LD HE 0 

14 Node ID14 LD ME 2 

15 Node ID15 HD LE 1 

 
0-Low Distance and High Energy 

1-Low Distance and Medium Energy 

2-High Distance and Low Energy 
 

4 Performance Evaluations 
 

The simulation parameters are used for the evaluating the performance of 

the proposed algorithm has been shown in table  2 
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Table 2: simulation parameters 

 
SL.NO Parameter Details Parameter Specification 

01 Modulation technique used 16 QAM 

02 Multiple Access method PDMA 

03 Number of nodes  1000/750 

04 Area/Range 1000x1000x10 

05 Architecture layer Sink Nodes- Anchor nodes  layers 

06 Channel Model Thor 

07 Initial Energy 1.95J 

08 Threshold Energy  0.95J 

09 Salinity 35 

10 Acidity 8 

11 Packet Size 20 

12 Receiving power 0.2 J 

 
 

More over the performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated 

on MATLAB R2018 . Nearly 750 nodes and we have carried out our analysis 

in comparing with other machine learning algorithms and also with the 
routing algorithms such as VBF, REE-VBF, and HH-VBF routing 

mechanisms. The various parameters such as  energy consumption, residual 

energy ,packet delivery ratio ,network life time were calculated for different 
iterations which are then  compared with other machine learning algorithms 

and routing protocols. 

The residual energy has been calculated for the 1000 iterations and 

compared with the other learning algorithms such as Support vector 
machines(SVM), K-Nearest Neighborhood(KNN), and Artificial Neural 

Networks. Fig shows the comparative analysis of residual energy with 

respective to different iterations.  Fig shows that the residual energy remains 
to be 290 mJ which is far greater than the residual energies consumed by the 

other machine learning algorithms after 1000 iterations. 

Figure 4  shows the network analysis for the different machine learning 
algorithms along with the  proposed methodology.  Figure 5 clearly shows 

that the I-REED with proposed bat optimized learning algorithm has better 

life time when compared with the other algorithms. 

Figure 6 shows the packet delivery ration analysis for I-REED with 
different machine learning algorithms. It is clear that packet delivery ratio is 

increasing linearly with the different iterations for the proposed algorithm 

and reaches the maximum of 90% at 1000
th
 iterations and even other 

machine learning algorithms. 
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Figure 4:  Comparative Analysis of  Energy Consumption for proposed algorithms 

along with other machine learning algorithms. 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5: Comparative Analysis of  Network Life Time Analysis  for proposed 

algorithms along with other machine learning algorithms. 
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Figure 6:  Analysis of  Packet Delivery Ratio   for proposed algorithms 

along with other machine learning algorithms. 

 
From figures 7,8, it is clear that the Bat optimized learning algorithms 

finds its suitability in underwater acoustics communication networks. 

However to validate the performance of the proposed algorithms , we have 
compared with the other existing energy saving protocols such as VBF, REE-

VBF, and HH-VBF and we have analyzed different parameters such as 

energy consumption, network life time and packet delivery ratio. 

 
 

 
Figure 7: Comparative Analysis of Energy Consumption  for the Different  Routing 

Algorithms 
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Figure 8: Comparative Analysis for Network life time  for different routing 

algorithms. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Comparative Analysis for packet delivery ratio  for different routing 

algorithms. 

 
From above Figures 9,  it is very clear that the proposed algorithms has 

outperformed other routing algorithms when it is used for underwater 

communication networks. For the better packet delivery ratio and increased 
network life time with less energy consumption , the proposed I-REED  
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algorithms has better advantages when compared with the other machine 

learning and routing algorithms. 

 
4 Conclusion  
 

The paper  proposes the new machine learning based energy efficient 
routing protocols suitable for underwater communication networks. The 

usage of optimized Single feed forward networks in the routing mechanism 

finds to have high speed and high accuracy. Even though  the paper doesn‟t 
analyses the different parameters of the machine learning algorithms , the 

paper discussed about the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of 

energy consumption , networklife time and packet delivery ratio. The 
proposed I-REED algorithm shows the better performance and less energy 

saving protocol for the underwater communication networks.  The paper also 

presents the different comparative analysis for the different machine learning 

algorithms and different existing routing protocols in which the proposed 
algorithms outperforms the other existing algorithms in various aspects of 

evaluations. However the proposed I-REED needs more tuning of layers in 

which it can also used for improving the QoS related parameters and finds its 
place of implementation in underwater communication networks. 
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